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  Family-friendly, first-class equine facility specializing in ranch horses, equipment & events.
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  Events
Whether you are an experienced, novice, or youth rider, there’s an OutWest event for you.
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  Sale Horses
Pleasure or performance, check out our select horses for sale. 
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  Ranch Supply
High quality, durable and customizable -contact us for all of your equipment needs. Authorized Priefert distributor.
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  Hay Auctions
Servicing the hobby farm and horse enthusiast -you’ll find a variety of small squares, large squares and round bales.
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  Riding Lessons
Group and private lessons available from our experienced staff on your horse or ours.
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  Summer Day Camps
Cowboy & cowgirl camps provide kids ages 7 to 13 with a real hands-on ranch experience.
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                “When we started OutWest 20 years ago, our vision was to create an environment that would build a community of horse enthusiasts and a spirit of family-friendly competition.  Our loyal customers and positive feedback is really a tribute to our commitment to that vision over the years.  I grew up showing and competing on horses, and it's very rewarding to have created a place in OutWest, which I feel captures the best of all those experiences of my youth.”




              

              
                — Lloyd Christenson, OutWest Founder & Owner



              

              

            

          
        

      

    

  








    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
























  
    
      Sign up with your email address to receive news and updates.
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